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About This Game

Oozi: Earth Adventure is a classic 2D platformer with old school gameplay - no puzzles, no punishment, just 100% pure classic
platforming fun! Its most prominent features are HD visuals and beautiful hand-drawn art, but despite its visual style, it’s a good

fit for all kinds of gamers. The variety of difficulty levels – from Kid to Hardcore – allows everyone to enjoy the game
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regardless of their skill level. It tells the story of Oozi - an alien spaceship pilot who crashed on planet Earth, lost his space suit
and needs to find his way home.

The game heavily utilizes Steam integration, including Achievements, Leaderboards, Cloud Save, Trading Cards and special
feature – Quantum Ghosts, holographic recordings of players from alternative universes.

Relive an old-school platformer experience - this time with beautiful, high-definition visuals.

Four difficulty levels, including Kid difficulty - made specifically for the youngest gamers

Quantum Ghosts - watch how players from alternative universes played through the game

Challenge mode - additional 44 short, but extremely difficult levels with various objectives

Fight various enemies and discover new gameplay mechanics in distinct worlds - jungle, cave, lab or even an alien
planet.

5 hours of story mode – 20 levels and 4 boss fights

Steam Achievements, Leaderboards, Cloud Save, Trading Cards and Full Controller Support
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Oozi Earth Adventure offers an addicting platformer experience that hearkens back to the days when "scrolling parallax
backgrounds" were super hip and the entire summer's agenda was to set a new high score. - Impulsegamer

Fantastic visuals and tight platforming - extraguy.com

 Oozi: Earth Adventure feels like it deserves pride of place in a SEGA Mega Drive compilation - dealspwn.com

 ... absolutely stunning to see... , with a lush array of colors... impressive 2D artwork as the lush environments and bright
world look fantastic... - armlessoctopus.com

 ...provides a solid platforming experience, complete with lush visuals and challenging gameplay... worth playing for any
fan of 2D side-scrollers... - extraguy.com

 ... fun platforming game with magnificent visuals ... - gamerdork.net

 ... it’s strong in every department, and it’s an absolute must buy ... - writingsofmassdeduction.com
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Title: Oozi: Earth Adventure
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Awesome Games Studio
Publisher:
Awesome Games Studio
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2013
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One of the better HOG games published by Artifex. A nice story with a little bit of steampunk theme. The puzzles are the well
known variants of the Artifex games, so this might be a let down for people who expect something different. Fortunately the
hidden object parts are relative good integrated in the story.
The graphics vary. While the scenery is very nice, the animation and the people is simplistic. Voice acting is a bit on the weak
side and stilted mainly because the dialogs are not written that well.
Not much of side achievements; just find the atomic symbols in the scenery.
Recommended, especially if you can get it at a discount. It just lacks that little extra bit of polish which would have made it
great.. great game for a cheap price. Fun, simplified tank combat. Visuals are pretty nice, wish the game were optimized a bit
better though. Feels like it takes more to run this at a reasonable framerate than the game is really pushing out. Controls might
confuse you a bit at first since reversing actually inverts your controls. Biggest gripe I can think of with this game is the lack of
players, as I'm guessing this is pretty obscure. Be sure you have a couple of friends to play this with.. This is a great game
however you need to be careful with the fire island levels as the jump pad will send you over the island if you don't move back
wards. Otherwise GIT GUD.. I'm fairly new to VR gaming(Oculus) and this game is one of the top 5 games I played so far. It's
on my list of games to get people to play and so far it a real winner with everyone. At the end of the night most people ask to
play it again to see if they can get further.

Everyone who played it loved the reloading of the gun once they got a feeling for it. I had friend get carpet burns from diving
under a desk. I felt over once when I tried to use the virtual desk to stand up. Another friend lied on his stomach to shoot
underneath the desk to get their legs and it worked. You can even shoot yourself in the head.

Not a big fan of the machine guns, it’s hard to aim so I just spray and pray when I get one.

I had no issues with the game so far. Keep up the excellent work.

I got this game on special but I would have happily paid full price of it. Get it you won't regret it.. The thumb down is not for
Mai, but the offer. You just give the buyer two costumes, with only different color?! Pay another money for more costumes,
come on! Don't bother look at this one, just buy the bundle with her costumes + KOF mash up to save your money.

I love old classic game where you must finish several requirements to get additional costume, not buying it.

Well aside of that, I really love this character, she's pretty well designed. It's just annoying that I should using the same costume
before able to afford her additional costumes.

Tips for anyone who've bought this DLC already, you better buy the additional DLC in unit, that is the debut costumes and KOF
mash up. Buying the bundles will spend more money.. The single player campaign was pretty fun, the remote control vehicles
are really cool to play around with. You get lots of options as far as weapons go. The vehicle handling is slightly awkward
compared to the Battlefield series, but you get used to it quickly.

Multiplayer gameplay is not spectacular, but good enough to be fun, and there are still plenty of servers (as of June 2011). I
would recommend Frontlines just for the singleplayer portion alone.
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Deeply unfinished game that would make a great vertical slice for a final product, but as of the most recent v1.9 update, is still
in a broken, extremely short state. The unzoomable single map, cluttered UI, and utterly broken Russian side make even a half
hour with this title a chore. There may be a good RTS buried in here somewhere, but this game should have stayed in
development behind closed doors for at least another year before showing up in EA.. I'm always picky with VR Puzzle games
and this one did it right! It got me sitting on the floor playing with blocks to solve simple yet complicated puzzles. You get to a
point where you need to align everything fast and line em up and connect em as fast as you can! I've only played a little bit and
plan to play a lot more the next time I get in my Vive!. A really fun game involving time shenigans. Although the game could
use a little polishing in terms of making it easier for players to see what to do. e.g. making buttons you have to press brighter,
adding an icon indicating you have to throw something at a certain thing etc.

Definitely would reccomend if you like puzzle games, freerunning or dunking on kiddos across time and space. 10/10. I wish
there was a yes and no button for recommending this game to people. I only recommend it to people that are REALLY
interested in space stuff. I was a little disappointed with how short it was but I understand that you guys had a team of only 5
programmers or so and programming a 3D game in itself is difficult. I just wish there was more content. :)
Good job though and I commend your efforts to educate people on how to figure out someone's location using radio signals..
Gon' E-Choo is a mostly an arcade styled game with a little bit of first person movement. Apperantly this game is based off of a
web comic series about a gator and a otter that's in the style of those old Pogo comics, I've read some of them and they are
entertaining. The arcade gameplay plays just like the Popeye Arcade game, collecting trinkets to move to the next level,
avoiding a big guy, etc. That's the main highlight of the game and it's good and challenging fun. Not sure what's the deal with the
first person movement, aside from interacting with the arcade game, the only thing you can do is just look around and view parts
and pieces to the arcade cabinet. But then again it's an early acess game so I can't be too critical, still feels like a finished game.
And with its fun arcade throwback and cheep price, I say it's worth it
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